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Abstract--This project is finished on human resource management topic within the space of “A study on worker retention
practices and its effectiveness in IT sector”. The foremost difficult job for any gift manager is to retain their workers. Worker
retention involves taking measures to encourage workers to stay within the organization for the utmost amount of your time.
Company is facing lots of drawback in worker retention currently. Hiring knowledgeable folks for the duty is important for
associate degree leader, worker accomplishment and retention area unit one amongst the foremost problems facing the IT
Sector. However retention is even additional necessary than hiring. There's without stopping of opportunities for proficient
person. There's sample range of selection around workers. In past days pay was all that matters, however nowadays it’s only one
among the elements. a number of the opposite components area unit like work atmosphere, relationship, freedom to figure etc.
because of high level of attrition it's necessary to understand whether or not the workers area unit happy with their job and
organization, if not the explanation for going. This project can specify the effectiveness of varied retention practices used retain
the workers. The study additionally embrace numerous trends of follow followed by the organizations and it’s result on the
matter of attrition. Retention could be a prime business priority for quite one third of the organizations. Quite one third of time
unit professionals in IT Sector views retention mutually of their pressing problems. It's not fairly often that the management
would remember of verity reason on why associate degree worker would be going their organization. To achieve success in
knowing the explanation, a good exit interview procedure is extremely essential. This could facilitate the organization to
associate degree extent to induce a transparent image of what's going wrong. Thus, this study is conducted to seek out directly
from the workers the issue that doesn't inspire them to continue employment with their organization. With facilitate of a self
developed form few factors area unit taken into thought for the study. With the assistance of the study, an effort is formed to
seek out the effectiveness of the practices and the way sensible is it to retain the workers.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Overseeing attrition does not mean lessening attrition as it were. It could likewise mean cutting down the
negative impacts of attrition. To do this the associations should set up proper retention and limit use or ability
usage strategies. There are different retention procedures utilized by the associations today. The goal is to know
how powerful it is from the representative's point of view and how it is administrated. A high rate of attrition
impact the association from multiple points of view like it prompts more cost, loss of organization information,
Interruption of client benefit, and in addition the organization's altruism get affected. Taking care of the worker
retention issues has a genuine consideration at all level of administration. The issue of representative retention
has hit all class of worker similarly. Worker retention one of the real issues looked by any industry. Albeit a few
investigations are done on the point, the issue is as yet aggravating. Despite the fact that organizations try
endeavors to control this issue, still it neglects all things considered. This examination makes an endeavor to
make sense of what the genuine issue is and adequacy of the polices took after by the IT organizations to hold
their human asset. This examination is done from the worker's forthcoming.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
Specific objective:
• To quantify the viability of the present representative retention rehearse.
• From the representative viewpoint, to comprehend and examine the purpose behind high worker turn over

rate.
• To discover the current representative retention practices and systems in IT industry.
• To contemplate the effect of non-financial motivational variables planned by the associations in holding its

workers.
• To consider the part of association culture in holding the worker.
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OPERATION DEFINITION
Employee: A person who is hired to provide services to a company on a regular basis in exchange for
compensation and who does not provide these services as part of an independent business.
Retention: In simple words retention means keeping or possessing something.
Employee Retention: It is a business management term referring to efforts by employers to retain current
employees in their workforce.

NEED FOR THE STUDY
Managers have a need to shield representatives from leaving and going to work for different organizations. This
is genuine due to the considerable expenses related with procuring and retraining new workers. The most ideal
approach to hold workers is by furnishing them with work fulfillment and open doors for headway in their
vocations. As attrition is a significant issue concerning the organizations, the examination will have disregard.

METHODOLOGY
Data collection:
Primary data is collected with the help of structured questionnaire measuring the retention practices and its
effectiveness
Secondary data is collected on the base of articles and other publication on the topic from journals, news papers,
magazines, and websites.

FINDINGS FROM THE STUDY

• There is a positive relation between employee retention strategies and employee recommendation.
• The impact or effectiveness of current employee retention strategies is very low.
• We are able to say that organization culture encompasses a positive impact and at identical time a high

worth within the method of worker retention observe compared to different parts.
• Non-monetary factors additionally play a positive impact on worker retention
• There's a positive relationship between personal satisfaction and worker recommendation.
• From the analysis of primary information we are able to state that the demographic variable additionally

plays a crucial role in worker. Find it irresistible is more durable to retain associate worker with the next
qualification and knowledge than associate worker at a graduation and entry level. Another vital component
that impact the worker retention is legal status.

CONCLUSION
From the study done we will say that, the simplest thanks to improve worker retention is to grasp what the
workers need and want from the work place and supply it. corporations should meet workers demand inside
limits in fact. Management cannot approve all the demand may be a reality, however at an equivalent time
they'll take efforts to win over the workers.
Organization ought to additionally take efforts to bring most of the retention policies into follow which can
provides a positive impact on the difficulty. Even the workers ought to perceive the bounds of the organization
and act consequently. If there's a higher understanding between the 2 parties the matter of worker retention is
resolved to an excellent extent. each the parties ought to bear in mind of the environment and current matters.
each company ought to perceive that folks square measure their best goods. while not qualified those that
square measure sensible at what they are doing, any company would be in serious bother. within the long-term,
the retention of existing workers saves corporations cash. a technique for an organization to stop workers from
giving valuable data to competitors is to create it a policy to enforce strict noncompete and confidentiality
agreements amongst its workers. The existence of such agreements may actually deter a rival from hiring a
valuable use as a result of they could not need to risk doable legal entanglements with the opposite company. Of
course, all {this may|this might} probably cause bad blood with the worker United Nations agency could feel
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that his or her choices square measure being restricted. Several workers do not perpetually bear in mind
language such a document, thus a duplicate of it must always be unbroken on file for the worker to check with.
This space may influence be a sensitive one between leader and worker, thus extreme caution is usually
recommended all told instances.
This work allows ME to realize a sensible explore in conjunction with my theoretical data. I'm positive that it'll
facilitate ME to pursuer my future studies. As any scope of study we will conduct similar study from the
organization purpose of read, thus it'll be able to offer clearer image on the difficulty of worker retention.
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